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The Philatelic Book Of Secrets
A book to end the guess work about stamps

Ever wonder if your stamp has been re-gummed? Wonder at the meaning of the term "reperforated"? Or do you, like all collectors of stamps, simply want to be the best educated, the most learned as you possibly can be to better understand your hobby and protect your investment? The information you seek until now has been scattered far and in between in myriad locations, and often times are guarded secrets kept close by experts and dealers. But now, the Philatelic Book of Secrets is the ultimate all-in-one guide that will aid the collector, from casual to professional. The book includes many aspects of grading as well as many of the repairs, touchups, re-gums, forgeries, and other deceptions found in stamps today. Full color images taken under digital magnification offer clarity never before available to the general public.

Part one of the book contains articles from top experts in the field and aid the collector in detecting repairs and forgeries. Part two is a comprehensive guide to stamp grading, fault identification, and much more.
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Customer Reviews
I totally like the pictures and examples that is the difference in genuine and fake stamps. Would suggest any new collector to read this book.

Valuable and necessary information for every serious stamp collector.

Great info for the collector

Good stuff
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